
 

Dhanwan is a Hindi movie starring Bobby Deol and Sunny Deol in the lead roles. The movie released on 27th April, 2011 and
was directed by Ajay Chandok. After ten years of living in South Africa with his mother, Kumar is finally coming home to
India. While waiting for his flight at Majestic Airport, he meets Raja (Sunny Deol). Raja introduces Kumar to Dhanwan (Bobby
Deol), who provides him with a business proposal: they'll hold down business in India while Kumar finishes high school and
college abroad. Kumar gratefully accepts and moves into his uncle's apartment. Soon, Dhanwan and Raja leave on a vacation to
Malaysia, leaving Kumar on his own. He's soon forced to move in with his aunt, who has no time for him. Meanwhile, Raja and
Dhanwan return from their trip and find out that Kumar isn't around. They concoct a plan: Raja will pretend that he just
received a large inheritance and will give the money to an orphanage while offering all of it to Kumar instead of him while
pretending that this is all for him while Dhanwan takes the blame. Kumar soon finds out about the plan and becomes upset. He
tells everyone that he's going to a faraway land to play a rockstar, almost getting him thrown out of his aunt's house. When he
gets back, he finds out that Raja and Dhanwan have been lying to him the whole time and have been hustling about for money.
Kumar finally confronts them with proof which shocks everybody as they realize that Kumar is more intelligent that they
figured. Now, Raja has no choice but to take responsibility for both his actions as well as those of Dhanwan. While Kumar is
taking revenge on them by poking fun at them from the sidelines, Dhanwan asks him for some space from everyone else under a
tree near a temple. He tells Kumar that the only reason why he did anything bad was because he wanted to have a life just like
his, which he never got to have. Dhanwan reveals that because of this, he raised Kumar by making up lies about him being an
orphan because he wanted to get back at his father. After telling him all of this, Dhanwan rests his head on Kumar's lap and
cries hysterically, while Kumar kicks him in the head to shut him up before calling off the people nearby for help. The movie
ends with Kumar saying how he felt sad for Dhanwan because his father was alive and that he just didn't want to leave his dad
behind. Dhanwan cries again before Kumar rubs his head.

"Dhanwan" had a decent opening at the box office, collecting 6 crores in its opening weekend. But the collections were expected
to boost up in the coming days especially during the holidays because of its concept and theme like family, emotions etc. But it
failed to do so due to mixed reviews from both critics and audience alike. It could not even reach 50 crores according to reports
but was rated highly rated critically by leading critics like Aniruddha Guha (leader of cellofame.
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